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Abstract: Nowadays, the demand for high power converters for DC applications, such as renewable
sources or ultra-fast chargers for electric vehicles, is constantly growing. Galvanic isolation is
mandatory in most of these applications. In this context, the Solid State Transformer (SST) converter
plays a fundamental role. The adoption of the Medium Frequency Transformers (MFT) guarantees
galvanic isolation in addition to high performance in reduced size. In the present paper, a multi
MFT structure is proposed as a solution to improve the power density and the modularity of
the system. Starting from 20 kW planar transformer model, experimentally validated, a multi-
transformer structure is analyzed. After an analytical treatment of the Input Parallel Output Series
(IPOS) structure, an equivalent electrical model of a 200 kW IPOS (made by 10 MFTs) is introduced.
The model is validated by experimental measurements and tests.

Keywords: power transformers; model; IPOS; Solid State Transformer

1. Introduction

Power converter topologies can be classified into two main categories: isolated con-
verters and non-isolated converters. Isolated converters like Solid State Transformers (SST)
use the Medium Frequency Transformer (MFT) to guarantee galvanic isolation. The use
of an MFT implies the use of devices capable to switch at high frequencies, such as the
Wide Band Gap (WBG) ones. The most common WBGs are unipolar transistors based on
Gallium Nitride (GaN) and Silicon Carbide (SiC) semiconductor technology. From one
side, the WBG components can switch at high frequencies, on the other side they have
some disadvantages. Their fast switching capability results in high dV/dt during tran-
sitions, this can cause overvoltages in electrical drives with long connections between
the converter and the load [1]. Overvoltage problems can be mitigated by reducing the
voltage rising edges (dV/dt) in switching through the driving circuits (actively) or pas-
sively [2]. High dV/dt values can excite resonances at high frequencies leading to EMI
issues. Thus, the spectral modeling of the MFT becomes fundamental for the identification
of the switching limits into SST converters.

Based on design data such as currents, voltages, frequency, and flux density, it is
possible to perform a comparison between axial and planar transformers [3]. Due to their
flat shape, planar MFTs present advantages in term of heat dissipation compared to axial
MFT [4]. In [5], it is shown that a planar MFT adopting interleaving between layers presents
a lower leakage inductance than an axial MFT.

Over the past few decades many studies have been carried out on the identification
of valid models for MFTs especially for low power and medium frequency applications
(till GHz frequency range applications) [6]. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) method can
be adopted to analyze inductive parameters such as the leakage inductance of MFT [7,8],
even for high voltage applications [9]. Some models include the effects of iron and copper
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losses [10–12]. In medium frequencies (100 kHz till 50 MHz) also capacitive parasitisms
must be considered [13,14].

In planar MFTs, interleaving, core shape [15], and power switches parasitic capaci-
tance [16] introduce Common Mode (CM) paths. To reduce capacitive phenomena, some
studies propose a shielding between layers [17] or the introduction of an out of phase
turn layer into the winding of the planar MFT [18–20]. It has been shown that the CM
noise is similar between axial and planar MFTs [21]. An indicator for the CM noise filter-
ing is given by the ratio between leakage inductance and parasitic capacitance (Llk/Cp),
by increasing this ratio, the system can filter common mode currents more effectively [22].
A good design is based on the trade-off between the values of leakage inductance and
parasitic capacitance.

For Medium Frequency and 200 kW applications, state-of-the-art are the single-phase
axial transformers [23]. Despite the axial transformers, the high reproducibility with a
low dispersion of the electrical parameters is a planar transformers advantage. A stack
of low power planar MFTs, as proposed in this paper, can be a competitive solution
indeed. The stack helps to contain the transformer’s size and to increase the power rate
of the system. A stack of MFTs, having the same parameters, can be connected in several
configurations.

In electrical power transmission, the typical connection to increase the power is the
parallel one. The series connection among a certain number of transformers reduces the
voltage at each transformer terminal keeping the same voltage ratio. This solution is not
typically adopted. The combination of series and parallel connections can be interesting for
applications with an SST converter. An Input Series Output Parallel (ISOP) configuration
have been presented in [24]. The present paper proposes an Input Parallel Output Series
(IPOS) connection for a 200 kW SST converter adopting 10 planar MFTs.

The reason to chose the IPOS configuration is related to the system specification.
The 200 kW SST converter needs a transformer with a primary to secondary voltage ratio
t equal to one (1:1). A 200 kW planar transformer with 1:1 ratio is a device in which the
parasitic capacitance effects are significant. To compensate the parasitic phenomena in the
planar transformer, the number of turns on the two transformer side is different; thus, t is
more than 1. In this paper, the single MFT has a voltage ratio equal to 10 and a power rate
of 20 kW.

This paper is arranged as follows: in Section 3, the principal MFTs models are pre-
sented, one of them is chosen for the adopted 20 kW planar transformers. In Section 4, the
model of an IPOS structure consisting of generic number N of transformers is derived. The
model composed of 2, 5, 6, and 10 MFTs is then experimentally validated in Section 5 by
LC measuring. Finally, in Section 5.2, power tests illustrate the effectiveness of the IPOS-10
in SST power converters.

2. High Frequency Planar Transformers Models

This section presents the main models for high frequency transformers for power elec-
tronics applications. A valid model for these applications must include the inductive and
capacitive components of the HFT. The models mostly used are shown in Figure 1. The fre-
quency response of these models can be assessed through their transfer functions [25].

The inductive behavior is modeled through connected elements both in the series
branch and in the parallel branch of the HFT model. The series connected elements are the
leakage inductance at the primary (Llk1) and secondary (Llk2) sides. The series parameter
are affected by winding interleaving, copper, and insulator thickness. Adding an out of
phase half turn to the winding or parallelizing more turns of the same winding [7] affects
these parameters. Ref. [12] carried out a calculation of leakage inductance and series
resistance in planar magnetics, comparing an interleaved and not interleaved winding. The
study shows that there are no substantial differences between the two cases for frequencies
below 100 kHz.
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Figure 1. Model of a Medium-Frequency transformer adopting six (c), three (b), and one (a) equiva-
lent capacitance, respectively.

The parallel connected element is the magnetize inductance (Lm). This parameter
depends on core material and geometry. Leakage and magnetize inductance can be evalu-
ated through optimization methods [8], calculated analytically or through experimental
measurements. Experimental measurements can be made using an LCR meter. Two
measurements are usually taken: open circuit measurement (Figure 2a) and short circuit
measurement (Figure 2b). Capacitive parameters can also be evaluated analytically [26]
through FEA simulations or through experimental measurements [27]. One of the analyti-
cal methods is based on the calculation of parasitic capacities through the evaluation of the
electrostatic energy stored in the insulation between the windings. Refs. [13,28] adopt this
calculation for the six-capacitance model (Figure 1c). The stored energy in a six capacitance
model of an high frequency transformer can be defined as:

WE =
1
2

CpV2
1 +

1
2

CsV2
2 +

1
2

Cps1V2
3 +

1
2

Cps2(V1 −V2 −V3)
2+

+
1
2

Cps3(V2 + V3)
2 +

1
2

Cps4(V1 −V3)
2 (1)

where V1,V2,V3 are, respectively, the voltage at the primary side, the voltage at the secondary
side, and the voltage between primary and secondary voltage. The equivalent parallel
capacitance can be defined by means the other equivalent capacitance:

Cp = c11 − c13; Cs = c22 − c23; Cps1 = c33 + c13 − c12 − c23

Cps2 = −c12; Cps3 = c12 + c23; Cps4 = c12 − c13 (2)

where

c11 =
1
3

C0; c22 =
1
3

C0; c33 = C0;

c12 = −1
3

C0; c23 =
1
2

C0; c13 = −1
2

C0 (3)

In which C0 is the capacitance between two adjacent layers. In [29] is carried out
the effectiveness of the six capacitance model evaluated on axial transformer. How-
ever, the model must be applied only between layers belonging to different winding.

For layers belonging to the same winding, the capacitance is equal to C11 =
1
3

C0. Even the
three (Figure 1b and single Figure 1a) capacitance models can be obtained through experi-
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mental measurements. In [30], experimental validation on a 500 W, 25 kHz transformer is
performed. This study proposes the follow equation for the capacitance’s evaluation:

Cp = Cp0 + (1− t)Cps0 (4)

Cs = k2Cs0 + t(t− 1)Cps0 (5)

Cps = t Cps0 (6)

where Cp is the capacitance at the primary side, Cs the capacitance at the secondary, and
Cps is the capacitance between primary and secondary sides. Cp0 is the stray capacitance
measured at primary side with the secondary side in open circuit conditions (Figure 2a),
Cs0 is the secondary stray capacitance measured when the primary side is in open cir-
cuit conditions, and Cps0 is the stray capacitance between primary and secondary sides
(Figure 2c).

Figure 2. Measurement connections to identify the equivalent model parameters. Open circuit (a),
short circuit (b), and primary to secondary (c) connections.

The measurements must be made in a frequency range that includes harmonics higher
than the switching frequency as in [31], where the measurements were made up to 500
kHz, but with the use of the WBG devices this limit could be moved higher.

A closed loop equation for the three capacitance model (Figure 1b) based on LCR
measurement is provided by [32]. C

′
s is the capacitance of the secondary side view from

the primary side. f1, f2, and f3 are the resonance frequency of the bode diagram. Another
experimental method for the evaluation of the parasitic capacitance in an HFT is to supply
the Device Under Test (DUT) adopting a DC/AC converter. Applying square wave voltage
to the HFT in open circuit conditions, the magnetized current passes through the primary
winding. Ideally, magnetizing the current is a triangular waveform; in practice, holes on the
peaks of the triangular current waveform appear. These are due to the effects of parasitic
capacitances excited by the high dV/dt values during commutations (Figure 3).

Analytically, the voltage applied to the stray capacitance can be defined as:

VCeq =
1

Ceq

∫
iCeq dt (7)

The amount of charge displaced in the equivalent parasitic capacity is equal to the
integral of the current in the switching time.

QCeq =
∫

iCeq dt (8)

From Figure 3b, it can be seen that the result of the integral is the area of the triangle
having the switching time as the basis and the current variation during switching as the
height. Substituting (10) in (9), the equivalent capacitance can be calculated. Due to the
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complexity of the proposed ISOP structure, the simplest model (Figure 1a) has been chosen
after a step of experimental validation.

Figure 3. Ideal voltage (red) and current (blue) applied to the primary of the HFT (a). Equivalent
current due to the parasitic capacitive effects (b).

Experimental Validation of HFT Models

In order to define a model of a multi-transformer structure, it is necessary to have
a valid model of the single HFT. The experimental tests aim to validate a single capac-
ity model of an HFT (Figure 1a). The DUT is a 20 kW planar transformer with a 10:1
transformation ratio. The working frequency of the DUT can vary between 40 kHz and
1 MHz. The parameters are obtained through measurements made with an LCR meter
(Hioki-IM3536). The measuring terminals are compensated to be able to carry out frequency
measurements up to 8 MHz. The connections made during the tests are shown in Figure 2.
In particular, the open circuit measurement (Figure 2a) allows to obtain the parameters
in parallel: Cp and Lm. The short circuit measurement is carried out to derive the series
parameters of the model: Llk1 and L

′
lk2.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the model obtained this way and the ex-
perimental measurements. From the results in Figure 4, it is possible to notice that the
resonance frequency of the model and the measured one are 240 kHz and 243 kHz, respec-
tively. Therefore, the error is 1.3% confirming the precision of the adopted model. Another
test was made to verify the value of the parasitic capacitance of the model. The test consists
in feeding the DUT with a square wave to the voltage at open circuit conditions. To do
this, an H-bridge converter was used, consisting of a WBG power module having SOA of
1200 V and 100 A. By measuring the magnetizing current of the DUT, it is possible to notice
the current holes due to the capacitive affects. Two tests at 650 V and 800 V have been
performed, voltage and current waveform are shown in Figure 5. The parameters of the
model in Figure 6b were measured on a set of 10 planar HFTs. Table 1 shows the average
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values. The dispersion of the parameter is less than 1% for the inductive parameters.
This means that the transformers can be considered equal to each other.

Figure 4. Frequency sweep comparison between the Medium Frequency Transformer (MFT) model
and the measurement: module and phase in open circuit (a,b) in short circuit (c,d), respectively.

Figure 5. Voltage and current waveforms in an open circuit test at nominal voltage. Voltage rise
front (a) and fall front (b) details. Probe scale 200 V/div and 5 A/div. Power test scheme at open
circuit (c).
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Figure 6. Definition of the MFT as double bipole in which the equivalent voltage ratio tDB depends
on the multiple-transformer structure connections.

Table 1. Average of the measured parameters over 10 single-phase 20 kW planar MFTs.

MFT Parameters Symbol Value Standard Deviation

Primary leakage inductance Llk1 3.465 µH 227.2 nH
Secondary leakage inductance Llk2 35 nH 2.62 nH

Magnetize inductance Lm 2.6 mH 0.241 mH
Parasitic capacitance Cp 350 pF 32.5 pF

3. Medium Frequency Transformers Models

A valid MFT model for application with a switching frequency between some kHz
and some hundreds of kHz must include the inductive and capacitive parasitic elements.
Those frequency response models can be addressed through their transfer functions [25].
The most adopted models in this frequency range are reported in Figure 1.

Parameters Llk2, Llk1 in Figure 1 are the leakage inductance at the primary and sec-
ondary side, respectively. Those parameters are affected by winding interleaving, copper,
and insulator thickness. Lm is the magnetizing inductance, it depends on the material and
geometry of the core.

The equivalent parasitic capacitance value depends on core and windings geometry.
All parameters of the three models can be calculated analytically [26,28,29] or through
experimental measurements, [27,30,32], thanks to the adoption of an LCR, experimental
measurements can be performed [31]. Two MFT configurations are usually considered:
open circuit (Figure 2a) and short circuit measurement (Figure 2b). The connection in
Figure 2c is performed to measure the parasitic capacitance between primary and secondary
windings.

Another experimental method for the parasitic capacitance evaluation in an MFT is to
supply the Device Under Test (DUT) adopting a DC/AC converter [33]. Applying a square
wave voltage to the MFT in open circuit conditions, the magnetized current passes through
the primary winding Figure 5. The magnetizing current ideally has a triangular waveform
but holes in the peaks of the triangular waveform appear. Those holes are due to the effects
of parasitic capacitance excited by the high dV/dt values during commutations (Figure 3).
Analytically, the voltage applied to the stray capacitance can be defined as in (9).

VCeq =
1

Ceq

∫
iCeq dt (9)

The amount of charge displaced in the equivalent parasitic capacitance is equal to the
integral of the current in the switching time (10).

QCeq =
∫

iCeq dt (10)

The integral in (10) is the triangle area having the commutation time and current
peak as the basis and the height, respectively (see Figure 3b). By substituting (10) in (9),
the equivalent capacitance (11) can be evaluated.
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Ceq =
ICeq (t2 − t1)

4 V1
(11)

The proposed IPOS modelization in this work adopts the model in (Figure 1a) like sin-
gle MFT model. To verify the effectiveness of the single MFT model, a series of experimental
tests have been performed.

The first series of experimental tests aims to validate the chosen model of MFT (Figure 1a).
The DUT is a 20 kW planar transformer with a transformation ratio t equal to 10:1 (primary
to secondary side). Looking at its data-sheet, the working frequency of the DUT can vary
between 40 kHz and 1 MHz. Transformer parameters are estimated through measurements
made with an LCR meter (Hioki-IM3536). The measuring terminals have compensation
to carry out frequency measurements up to 8 MHz. The connections made during the
parameters identification procedure are reported in Figure 2.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the model obtained this way and the ex-
perimental measurements. From the results in Figure 4c, it is possible to notice that the
magnitude of the model differs from the measured value of 0.7 dB resulting in a 7.8%
error. From Figure 4a the resonance frequency of the model and the measured one are
240 kHz and 243 kHz, respectively, therefore, the 1.3% error is confirming the precision of
the adopted model.

A further test is performed to verify the value of the parasitic capacitance of the
model. The test consists of feeding the DUT with a voltage square wave to the nominal
voltage at open circuit conditions (Figure 5c). By analyzing the DUT magnetizing current,
it is possible to notice the currents holes due to the capacitive effects and then estimate it
through (11). An H-bridge converter, consisting of a WBG power module having SOA of
1200 V and 100 A, was used. Two tests at 650 V and 800 V have been executed, voltage and
current waveforms are reported in Figure 5.

The model parameters in Figure 6b were measured on a set of 10 planar MFTs. Table 1
shows the average values from the measurement over 10 DUTs. The dispersion of the
parameter is less than 1% for the inductive parameters. Hence, the transformers can be
considered equal to each other.

4. Multi-Transformer Structure

This section aims to derive a valid model of a multi-transformer structure accord-
ing to the DB in Figure 6. The MFT model defined in Section 3 (Figure 1a) is a double
bipole (DB) as shown in Figure 6. The model of a DB can generally be derived from the
following equations:

[V] = [Z] · [I] (12)

[I] = [Y] · [V] (13)

where [Z] is the impedance matrix, [Y] admittance matrix, [V] and [I] are the voltage and
current vectors of the primary and secondary sides. Furthermore, for the DB, hybrid matri-
ces define the following relationships between specific voltages and currents.[

V1
I2

]
= [H] ·

[
I1
V2

]
(14)[

I1
V2

]
= [H]−1 ·

[
V1
I2

]
(15)

where V1 and V2 are the voltage at the primary and secondary side, respectively. I1 and
I2 are the current at the primary and secondary side. [H] is the hybrid matrix and [H]−1

its inverse.
Connections between two or more DBs are summarized as follow:

• Input Parallel Output Series (IPOS);
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• Input Series Output Parallel (ISOP);
• Input Series Output Series (ISOS);
• Input Parallel Output Parallel (IPOP).

Those connections can, in some cases, change the transformation ratio and the system
rated power. Each of the above-listed connections defines a new multi-transformer struc-
ture. The new structure can be described through homogeneous ([Z], [Y]), or hybrid ([H],
[H]−1) matrices. Depending on the connection the choice of the matrix which defines the
single MFT, simplifies the calculation of the multi-transformer model. The final equivalent
matrix will be a combination of the single MFT’s matrices. For the series connection,
the matrix to be chosen is [Z] and for the parallel connection it is [Y]. In both cases, the
equivalent matrix is given by the sum of all single matrices.

For the IPOS structure, the best matrix to be chosen is [H]−1. Figure 6 defines a generic
MFT two-port bipole in which the parasitic capacitance is included. Inductive parameters
are connected in T configuration. In the DB, the equivalent transformer ratio tDB changes
as a function of the multi-transformer connection.

4.1. Inductive Parameters

The first parameters calculation is related to the T connection of the inductive reactance
referred to the equivalent DB circuit (Figure 6). This calculation adopts the [H]−1 matrix.

[H]−1 =

[
h11 h12
h21 h22

]
(16)

The elements of the matrix [H]−1 are defined as follows:

h11 ,
i1
v1

at (i2 = 0);

h12 ,
i1
i2

at (v1 = 0);

h21 ,
v2

v1
at (i2 = 0);

h22 ,
v2

i2
at (v1 = 0);

(17)

where h11 represents the input admittance at no load conditions, h12 is the current gain in
short circuit conditions at the primary side, h21 is the voltage gain at open circuit conditions,
h22 is the output impedance at short circuit conditions at the primary side. The inductive
lumped-parameters of the individual MFT are defined through the Equation (18). Xlk1 is
the inductive reactance related to the leakage inductance Llk1 of the model in Figure 1a.

XLA = Xlk1; XLB = t2 Xlk2; XLC = Xm (18)

Starting from the parameters defined in (18), the inverse hybrid matrix of the single
MFT is defined in (19), where t is the transformation ratio of the single MFT.

[H]−1 =


1

Xlk1 + Xm
− Xm

t (Xlk1 + Xm)

Xm

t (Xlk1 + Xm)

Xlk1Xlk2 + Xlk2Xm +
Xlk1Xm

t2

Xlk1 + Xm

 (19)

The electrical connection of an IPOS-N is schematically reported in Figure 7. The de-
scription of the single MFT through the inverse matrix allows to define an inverse matrix
of the IPOS structure as:

[H]−1
Tr eq = [H]−1

Tr1 + [H]−1
Tr2 + · · ·+ [H]−1

TrN (20)
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where [H]−1
TrN is the hybrid matrix of the single MFT and the [H]−1

Tr eq is the hybrid matrix of
the IPOS-N structure.

Making connections between multiple transformers, these must have the same pa-
rameters in order to avoid unbalances. The adoption of planar transformers satisfies this
requirement (see Table 2), then the hypothesis to consider the matrix [H]−1

TrN identical for
all connected transformer is valid. The equivalent hybrid matrix is:

[H]−1
Tr eq = N [H]−1

Tr1 (21)

where N is the number of connected transformers into the IPOS structure. Once the inverse
matrix of the multi-transformer structure [H]−1

Tr eq has been calculated, it is necessary to
make the conversion to obtain an equivalent impedance matrix [Z]eq.

Figure 7. Equivalent electric circuit of an Input Parallel Output Series (IPOS)-N structure based on a
connection between single capacitance models of a high frequency transformer.

Table 2. Parameters of a single phase 20 kW high frequency planar transformer.

HFT Parameters Symbol Value

Primary leakage inductance Llk1 3.465 µH
Secondary leakage inductance Llk2 35 nH

Magnetize inductance Lm 2.6 mH
Parasitic capacitance Cp 350 pF

The relation between the two matrices is defined in (22).

[Z]Tr eq =


1

h11Tr eq
−

h12Tr eq

h11Tr eq

h21Tr eq

h11Tr eq

∆[H]−1
Tr eq

h11Tr eq

 (22)

Starting from the inverse hybrid matrix [H]−1
Tr eq, making the required substitution

in (22), the elements of [Z]eq can be calculated. The equivalent impedance matrix of an
IPOS-N structure results in (23).

[Z]Tr eq =

Xlk1 + Xm

N
Xm

t
Xm

t
t2NXlk2 + NXm

t2

 (23)

On the other side, the impedance matrix [Z]eq can be defined through the element of
the inductive T-model as shown in (24).
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[Z]DB =

XLA + XLC
XLC

tDB
XLC

tDB

XLBt2
DB + XLC

t2
DB

 (24)

From the element-by-element comparison of the two matrices in (24) and (23), a system
with 4 variables and 3 equation is obtained. It is necessary to add the fourth equation,
this is defined by the equivalent transformation ratio. In IPOS and ISOP connections, the
transformation ratio differs from the single MFT one. To verify the input–output voltage
ratio of an IPOS-N structure, Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law can be applied to the secondary side
(Figure 7).

V”
DB = V”

1 + V”
2 + · · ·+ V”

i + · · ·+ V”
N (25)

where V”
DB is the equivalent double bipole output voltage, V”

i is the secondary side voltage
of the i-MFT. Using the single MFT ratio t, the secondary voltage can be expressed at the
primary side as in (26).

V”
DB =

V
′
1

t1
+

V
′
2

t2
+ ... +

V
′
i

ti
+ ... +

V
′
N

tN
(26)

Under the hypothesis that all MFTs have the same parameters, the equivalent voltage
ratio is (27).

V”
DB =

N V
′
1

t
=> tDB =

V
′
1

V”
DB

=
t
N

(27)

The transformation ratio of an IPOS-N structure tDB is equal to the single MFT trans-
formation ratio divided by the number of those connected to the structure.

From the comparison between (23) and (24), the elements XLA, XLB, and XLC of the
IPOS model (Figure 6) can be calculated.

XLA =
Xlk1
N

(28)

XLB = Xlk2N (29)

XLC =
Xm

N
; (30)

The primary side inductive reactance XLA, defined in (28), represents the parallel of
all the MFTs connected in the structure. Thus, the inverse is proportional with the number
of connected MFTs.

The inductive reactance at the secondary side XLB in (29) represents the series of all
the inductive reactances of the individual MFTs. XLB is indeed proportional to the number
of connected MFTs. As can be noticed in (30), XLC is proportional to the magnetization
reactance and is divided by the number of connected transformers to the IPOS-N structure.

Substituting the parameters of the single MFT in Table 1 to Equations (28) and (29), the
reactance values in the function of N are plotted in Figure 8. It can be noticed that, for N
that tends to infinity, XLA tends to zero whereas XLB diverges. For N = t, both parameters
achieve the same value.
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Figure 8. Inductive reactance values in function of the number of connected transformers N to the
IPOS structure. The reactance is calculated for the measured parameters listed in Table 1 at 50 kHz.

The sum of the series parameters XLA and XLB defines the short circuit reactance Xsc.

Xsc = XLA + XLB =
Xlk1
N

+ Xlk2N (31)

where XLA and XLB do not depend on the transformer ratio but only on the number of con-
nected MTFs. From Figure 8, it can be seen that (31) presents the minimum point for N = 10.
Changing the transformer ratio, the minimum point does not change. The minimum value
of the series parameter means minimum copper losses into the multi-transformer struc-
ture. Designing the IPOS structure for N = 10 leads to maximize the efficiency of the
transformer stack.

4.2. Capacitive Parameters

With reference to the model in Figure 1a, the parasitic capacitance can be divided into
two identical capacities (Cp/2). Those two capacities are connected to the primary and
secondary sides of the equivalent DB (see Figure 9a). In an IPOS configuration, the seen
equivalent capacitance from the primary side is the sum of two contributions (32). The first
is defined by the parallel of the capacities connected to the primary side. The second will
be given by the series of parasitic capacities to the secondary of the single MFTs.

Figure 9. Equivalent electric model of the lumped capacitive reactance at the primary and secondary
sides (a) of the double bipole (DB). Two contributions of the total capacitive reactance seen from the
primary side (b).

Cp1 = N
Cp

2
; C

′
p2 =

Cp

2 N t2
DB

(32)

where Cp1 is the capacitance at the parallel side connected and C
′
p2 is the capacitance,

seen from the primary side, at the series-connected side. The equivalent parasitic capaci-
tance of an IPOS-N structure can be calculated as indicated in (33).
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Cp DB =
Cp

2

(
N2t2 + 1

Nt2

)
(33)

The reactive capacitance XCpDB related to Cp DB can be expressed in the function of
the connected MFTs to the structure Figure 10.

Figure 10. Capacitive reactance values in the function of the number of connected transformers N
to the IPOS structure. The reactance is calculated for the measured parameters listed in Table 1 at
50 kHz.

The equivalent capacitive reactance decrease and tend asymptotically to zero. Adopt-
ing the parameter of the single MFT in Table 1, for N = t the equivalent reactance is
1.82 kΩ. This value is some orders higher compared with the series parameters values,
hence it can be neglected at the nominal condition.

4.3. Model Results

Combining the results from the previous subsections, a global impedance matrix is
defined. The matrix in (34) describes an equivalent DB made by N-MFTs connected in
IPOS configuration. [

V1
V2

]
=

[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22

]
·
[

IDB
I2

]
(34)

where the matrix elements are defined as follows:

Z11 =
(XLA + XLC)XCpDB

XLA + XLC + XCpDB
(35)

Z12 = Z21 =
XLCXCpDB

(XLA + XLC + XCpDB)tDB
(36)

Z22 =
(XLA + XCpDB)XLC

(XLA + XLC + XCpDB)t2
DB

+ XLB (37)

Substituting the value of the single MFT in Table 1, the matrix elements in the function
of N are plotted in Figure 11. The important result of this modelization is provided for
N = t. In this case, all matrix elements defined in Equations (35)–(37) assume the same
value (38). This consideration is valid for transformers in which Lsc << Lm; thus, the value
in (38) depends on the parasitic capacitance and the magnetize inductance.

Z11 = Z12 = Z21 = Z22 = Z =
2Lm

t2CpDB

(
2π f Lm

t
+

1
π f tCpDB

)
(38)
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Figure 11. IPOS equivalent matrix values in the function of the number of connected transformers N.
The reactance is calculated for the measured parameters listed in Table 1 at 50 kHz.

Another consideration should be made about the resonance frequency. The open
circuit f0,IPOS and short circuit fsc,IPOS resonance frequencies are defined in (39) and (40), re-
spectively.

f0,IPOS =
1

2π
√

LinCpDB
(39)

fsc,IPOS =
1

2π
√

LscCpDB
(40)

where Lin is input inductance measured by the LCR meter and listed in Table 3. The Lsc is
the short circuit inductance composed by the sum of the LA and LB terms. Figure 12 shows
the resonance frequencies in the function of N. The open-circuit resonance does not change
increasing N, whereas the short circuit resonance frequency decreases while N increases.
This result suggests the designer a way to select N still to meet the frequency response
requirements. Choosing higher N values leads to lowering the resonance frequency of the
system resulting in an introduction of the currents and voltage ringing into the system.

Figure 12. IPOS-N short circuit and open circuit resonance frequencies in the function of the con-
nected MFT to the IPOS structure.
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5. Experimental Validation

This section aims to present the experimental result concerning the model validation,
then the IPOS-10 as an application for 200 kW is presented. The same tests described in
Section 3 have been performed on the IPOS-N structure. Validation for IPOS-N structures
with a different number of transformers has been executed, in particular: IPOS-2, IPOS-5,
IPOS-6, and IPOS-10.

5.1. IPOS-N Model Validation

In Figure 13, the measurements and the respective frequency responses of the pre-
viously mentioned IPOS-N structures are reported. In addition, in this case, the model
correctly follows the frequency behavior obtained through the experimental tests.

An aspect to underline is the unchanged resonance frequency of the system in all
the proposed IPOS-N solutions. Resonant frequency does not change with the increase
in the number of MFTs connected to the structure. This result allows building a 200 kW
transformer maintaining the single MFT frequency limitations.

From Figure 13a, analytical models maintain the same resonance frequency, whereas the
measurements deviate by a maximum of 10 kHz resulting in a 4% error. The impedance
magnitude for the IPOS-10 is 38 dB (79.4 kΩ) at 50 kHz resulting in a 2% error compared
to the measurements. This error is mainly due to the connections between the various
MFTs in the IPOS-N structure. Increasing the number of MFTs, electrical connections affect
the resonant frequency lowering it. Connection parasitisms are not taken into account in
the model.

At nominal condition, the frequency working range for the single MFT is from 40 kHz
to 1 MHz following the indications of the manufacturer. The experimental tests carried out
that in short circuit conditions the resonance frequency for these transformers is around
6 MHz (see Figure 13c). Equation (31) can be used to compare the measured value with the
obtained model one. For the IPOS-10 configuration, the calculated short circuit reactance
(31) is equal to 222 mΩ. In short circuit conditions, the measurement at 50 kHz is equal to
199 mΩ (−14 dB) resulting in a 10% error.

Figure 13. Magnitude (a) and phase (b) comparison between DB model and measurement results
for different IPOS-N structures at open circuit conditions; magnitude (c) and phase (d) comparison
between DB model and measurement results for different IPOS-N structures at short circuit conditions.
The red dashed line in (c,d) defines the frequency operation limit of the single MFT.
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The comparison between the experimental results and the obtained model, in Figure 13c,
shows that the inductive behavior under nominal conditions is guaranteed. The resonance
frequencies remain far from the frequency working range.

All the values adopted in the models and those obtained experimentally are listed in
Table 3. LCR-meter experimental set-ups are shown in Figure 14g.

Figure 14. (a) Experimental test bench; (b) MFT power set-up; (c) IPOS-2 power set-up; (d) IPOS-5 power set-up; (e) IPOS-6
power set-up; (f) IPOS-10 power set-up; (g) test bench for frequency sweep measurement: from 50 Hz to 8 MHz.

Table 3. Values of the IPOS-N equivalent model.

IPOS-2 Parameters Model Measured Error

LA 1 mH - -
LB 26.3 µH - -
LC 260 µH - -
Lin 1.26 mH 1.16 mH 8.6 %
Cp 350.9 pF 313 pF 11 %

IPOS-5 Parameters Model Measured Error

LA 260 µH - -
LB 105.3 µH - -
LC 260 µH - -
Lin 520 µH 532 µH 2.3 %
Cp 875.3 pF 968.4 pF 9.6 %

IPOS-6 Parameters Model Measured Error

LA 173.3 µH - -
LB 131.6 µH - -
LC 260 µH - -
Lin 433.3 µH 412 µH 5.2 %
Cp 1.05 nF 950 pF 10.5 %

IPOS-10 Parameters Model Measured Error

LA 34.65 nH - -
LB 236.6 µH - -
LC 260 µH - -
Lin 260 µH 255 µH 1.9 %
Cp 1.75 nF 1.9 nF 8 %
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5.2. IPOS-10 Power Test

To verify the equally shared current between the connected MFTs to the IPOS-10, two
tests have been performed. The first test at open circuit connection in Figure 15 shows that
the magnetized current IDB is equally distributed among all MFTs, indeed the current in a
single MFT is equal to 0.75 A, resulting in a global magnetized current of 7.5 A. The open
circuit test bench for IPOS-10 is shown in Figure 14a,f.

Figure 15. IPOS-10 structure for 200 kW Solid State Transformer (SST) converter: test in open
circuit conditions. Primary (V′—magenta trace) and secondary (V”—yellow trace) side voltage
scale 300 V/div, total IPOS-10 magnetized current (IDB—blue trace) scale 20 A/div and single MFT
magnetized current (IMFT—gray trace) scale 5 A/div, time scale 5 µs/div.

The second test is performed at nominal conditions in an 800 V application. For the
200 kW SST three-phase converter, three IPOS-10s have been adopted in star connection.
Figure 16 presents the results, underling the equally distribution of the current among the
MFTs connected to one IPOS-10. Figure 17 shows the final IPOS-10 structure adopted for
the power tests.

Figure 16. IPOS-10 structure for 200 kW SST converter: test in a three phase SST Dual Active Bridge.
Phase-to-phase voltages (V

′
uv—blue trace) (V

′
vw—green trace) (V

′
wu—yellow trace) at the primary

side scale 500 V/div, total IPOS-10 phase current (IDB—red trace) scale 100 A/div, and single MFT
magnetized current (IMFT—gray trace) scale 100 A/div, time scale 5 µs/div.
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Figure 17. IPOS-10 structure for 200 kW SST converter. Details of the parallel connection at the
primary side (a) and series connection at the secondary side (b).

6. Conclusions

The paper proposes an IPOS-10 as an innovative multi-MFT structure for SST convert-
ers implying the use of 10 10:1 transformers leading to a 1:1 final equivalent transformer.
This solution allows adjusting the voltage ratio by connecting different transformers to the
IPOS structure. Moreover, it increases the power density of the converter. The frequency
behavior does not change passing from the single MFT to the IPOS-N configuration, both
in open circuit and in short circuit conditions.

The adoption of an IPOS structure with the number of connected transformers equal
to the transformer ratio minimize the short circuit impedance. Furthermore, the matrix that
describes the IPOS structure for N = t becomes a matrix in which all elements assume the
same value. Starting from the single MFT model, it is possible to calculate the equivalent
model of the IPOS-N structure. Experimental tests show the validity of the adopted model.

The power tests demonstrate that the IPOS-10 structure can be adopted for single
and three-phase SST converters as long as the current is equally shared among all MFTs
resulting in a balanced system.

The adoption of a multi-transformer structure provides the designer with a further
degree of freedom in modulating the system power rate.
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